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Part I

Preparing for a New Earth
Question: You’re saying that we’re coming to a change of epoch in the course of
celestial cycles. And you’re saying this change corresponds to the dawn, or the
spring, in that energy and consciousness will be dramatically expanded?
Petrus: Yes. We’re already in the dawn, and a major shift will come with our
celestial sunrise. Light from a higher-order sun, around which our galaxy rotates,
will suddenly become much stronger. The volume and potency of this light will
make our old experience impossible. The old Earth will end and a New Earth
will begin.
Question: So "the end of time" attributed to the Mayan calendar is good news?
Petrus: Yes, absolutely. We'll graduate from the prison of linear time -- trapped
between a bitter past and a threatening future. We'll find ourselves living in the
eternal present, always connected to the source of life. Then we'll experience
unity, and create the world that we've longed for. Love, peace, freedom, beauty
and knowledge will not merely be ideals: we will live them.
Question: Should people attempt to prepare for this change? Can they prepare?
P: External preparations, involving physical infrastructure for example, may
prove to be irrelevant. We’re talking about change on a cosmic scale: things we
can barely visualize at this point. Yet all of us can prepare ourselves within. And
this is where we can usefully put our attention and effort.
Question: What do you mean by internal preparation? What kinds of things do
you encourage people to do to successfully enter Earth’s next age?
Petrus: I like to speak of our passage to New Earth as a migration. We’re
travelling to a new reality: with new frequencies, new dimensions, a
fundamentally different experience of time, space, thought and feeling. So I’ve
made a list of twelve travel tips! These tips call for interior preparations, that we
make within our hearts. This is because the passage to New Earth lies within our
hearts!

Part II

Twelve Travel Tips
1.

Release Constraints

Stopping telling yourself no and can’t. When we focus on limitations we cement them.
Don’t fence yourself in with pessimistic assumptions. Improbable things happen every
day: to people who make their own luck.
Don’t ignore or deny your actual circumstances. Just dance with them, laugh with them,
and convince them of your true desires. It turns out that all the fences all around us have
unlocked gates. It’s just that we’re only starting to notice! Release constraints.

2.

Discover Happiness Within

Most of the things and experiences that we need and want are readily available to us.
And what’s not yet available will be created. Fulfillment comes naturally when we let go
of fear and allow joy as our birthright.
Happiness doesn’t come in packages from the outside; it grows like a garden on the
inside. Money, power and prestige aren’t bad, but they can’t actually make us feel good.
Worldly advantages only amplify whatever we already feel. So don’t chase after happiness
in a world of scarcity. Discover happiness within, and cultivate love and joy.

3. Take Time to Transcend Time
Be present for who you are and what you feel. Recreate. Contemplate. Meditate. Stop
reducing yourself to a personality in a physical body, and take a break from the endless
demands and promises of this world.
Dive into the ocean of being! If you don’t know how, find someone to show you. Once
you make a habit of this, you will make an astounding discovery. Your essence is
consciousness itself. At the risk of sounding corny, my advice to you is wake up and smell
the infinity! Take time to transcend.

4.

Recover Your True Self

In your daily life, allow that you live beyond your local form, and not just within it. The
true self never dies, has no limits, and experiences everything it can ever dream up. God
doesn’t judge you or ignore you: God is you.
Infinite in nature, you can never really be confined to a specific time and place. You can
only play make-believe! Once we understand this, our self-created dramas become much
more dynamic and fun. When the silence is deeper, the music is stronger. Recover your
true self.

5.

Honour Everyone and Everything

Each of us has at our centre the very same self: deathless and unlimited. Therefore,
everyone and everything you encounter actually expresses your true self! Through them,
your infinite self is always showing you – as a local self – how to ride the universal
current. Positive and negative experiences guide us equally, so that even an enemy can
serve as a guide.
We used to think of everyone and everything as other to ourselves. Some others might
hurt us, and some might help us, but each of us ultimately felt alone. But nothing is truly
other when everything is One. So, no matter if others please you or challenge you, honour
all of them as they come to you: just as you honour your self. Honour everyone and
everything.

6. Release Separation for Unity
This universe belongs equally to all of us. All people and things, all atoms and galaxies, are
but One. Your life is special and unique, yet also an inseparable part of the universal whole.
As soon as you allow that you belong to everything, everything belongs to you. Then
separation dissolves and unity begins. Opposition and competition give way to harmony
and synergy.
And when we all do this, our planet of poverty, disease and war will turn into a world of
abundance, health and peace. The tide is turning now, and our New Earth is about to
begin. Your passage to this world of our dreams goes right through the centre of your
heart. Release separation for unity.

7.

Discover Your Presence in All Dimensions

Did you know you have several different bodies? Each of your bodies is resident in a
different band of the universal frequency spectrum. As we release separation, we can
appreciate these different bodies, and begin to integrate them: from the physical body,
which is most solid and short-lived, all the way to the light body. This is the basic,
original form of individuality, which enables us to explore the universe across the
dimensions and ages.
We’ve already begun to integrate our forms across the dimensions, from the most
concrete and resultant level that we’ve identified with, to the most fluid and causal level,
which equally belongs to us. Not only we humans, but our entire planet is doing this.
New Earth will bring it all together, and bring it all home. Discover your presence in all
dimensions.

8.

Make Friends with the Unseen

When we integrate across the dimensions, we dramatically expand our social networks.
When we regain the cosmic scope of life, we are free to work and play with many
different kinds of beings, all across the dimensions and domains of this universe.
Don’t get hung up on fears about evil influences. If some connection doesn’t feel right, it
isn’t for you. So don’t pursue it. But where you feel love, there is love. Build on the
connections that make you feel good. Get out of the box of frequency limitation and
planetary segregation. Get out there and have some fun! Make friends with the unseen.

9.

Live from the Centre

Stop pretending that you’re just a consumer, and start celebrating your life as a creator.
Live from your own centre, which just happens to be the centre of the universe! We could
sit back and passively absorb the products and messages of large institutions and major
corporations.
But then we’d become their objects, and devalue ourselves as sovereign subjects. So cook
your own supper, tell your own news, sing your own song. Your soul brothers and sisters
will hear you, and they will join you. Together we will create our New Earth… from the
inside out. Live from the centre.

10.

Give from Your Gifts

Offer all of yourself to everyone and everything. Let your gifts shine for all to enjoy!
Don’t worry about things you cannot be or do. Other people are ideally qualified to take
care of those things.
Revel in what you are, what you know, what you bring to this world. Your greatest
privilege is to bring happiness to others in the way that only you can. Give from your
gifts.

11. Receive the Gifts of Others
Every person and thing you encounter offers you a gift. They wait only for you to accept
it! Forget all those lifeless ideas about the privileges and possessions that you need and
deserve.
Accept the beautiful gifts of others innocently and spontaneously. You just need to open
the eyes of your heart. Join life’s wonder, and become a citizen of natural abundance.
Receive the gifts of others.

12.

Trust in Life

Seeking control is folly. We cannot control the great river of life. But if we let it flow, it
will naturally carry us forward. Just relax into the knowledge that you are loved! Your
evolution is universally supported, and your fulfillment is actually inevitable. Enjoyment
is your duty and your destiny. Trust in life.
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